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The Project

The Process

The Product

Today, I want to focus on the Product, and let you see how it can be
accessed and used by anyone with an interest in New York State
Geology.
To understand the limitations in the Product, as well as likely sources of
error, I will go over the Process used to derive it.  And to see why that
process has evolved as it has, I will begin with a brief overview of the
Project as we see it.
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The Project

NYSGA Guidebooks to Field Trips

Only trip Introductions and Road Logs entered

Guidebooks from 1956 to the present

Progress to date

The Process

The Product
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55 years of evolving thoughts
...about the same rocks

The New York State Geological Association (NYSGA) has been
organizing Field Conferences since 1928.  Usually two days long, they
consist of field trips led by volunteers.  Some, particularly the earlier
ones, had only a few trips, while others have a few dozen trips.
The Guidebooks represent "grey literature," in that, although usually
reviewed by colleagues and the editors, rejections have probably not
been common.  Furthermore, the trip leaders will often take participants
to troublesome outcrops, or toss out some speculative ideas, with the
hope that helpful discussions will develop.
Field descriptions, often in more detail than permitted in most journals,
can be printed in these guidebooks, and thus be made available to
others.
Because the supply of informative, accessible, outcrops is limited, the
same places are often revisited.  Sometimes a different geologist may
lead a trip, but sometimes it is the same geologist, with a few more
years of experience, and new interpretations of the same rocks.
All in all, these trips provide a fascinating window into how geology is
done, with many of its flaws exposed, perhaps, but also abundant
evidence of conscientious effort, and, let's face it, love of rocks!
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The Project

NYSGA Guidebooks to Field Trips

Only trip Introductions and Road Logs entered

Guidebooks available from NYSGA

Free PDF files online for 1956 - 1969

Others available in hard copy,  ~ $30 each

Guidebooks from 1956 to the present

Progress to date

The Process

The Product

The goal of the Project is to make it possible for people to see much of
what was seen on the Field Trips.  In the case of trips focused on
Geomorphology or Glacial Geology, the views possible on Google
Earth (GE) may surpass what can be seen in person.  Other trips may
not be as useful as being there, however the field descriptions are often
in sufficient detail, with stratigraphic thicknesses, structural attitudes,
fossil content, etc., to help the user decide if a road trip is warranted.
To accomplish this goal, the Road Logs and Introductions have been
converted into Google Earth readable kml files.  Most of the material in
the Guidebooks, probably well over 90%, has not been included.  The
NYSGA makes these available at a very reasonable cost, and we
encourage users to purchase the whole Guidebook, which will put the
field trips into perspective as well as providing many maps, stratigraphic
sections, diagrams, references, etc.
Free PDF files for 1956 - 1969 are currently available, and there are
plans to make others, from the 1970's, available, also.
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The Project

NYSGA Guidebooks to Field Trips

Only trip Introductions and Road Logs entered

Guidebooks from 1956 to the present

Progress to date

The Process

The Product

With all of the revolutions in Earth Sciences, paradigm shifts, etc., we
felt that going back beyond 1956 was unlikely to be very useful to
geologists.  Folks interested in the history of geology, however, can find
earlier Guidebooks in many academic libraries.
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The Project

NYSGA Guidebooks to Field Trips

Only trip Introductions and Road Logs entered
Guidebooks from 1956 to the present

Progress to date

18   Guidebooks: 1956 - 1969, 1982 - 1985

123   Trips

2160   Placemarks

The Process

The Product
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To order guidebooks, visit:
http://www.nysga.net/Guidebooks.html

Those in yellow have been done.  There is plenty of work left to do.
I am particularly keen on getting electronic versions of the text for those
Guidebooks where they might exist.
We began with those for which free PDF files exist.  Then we jumped
up to the 1980's, to make certain the system would work with scanned
images of the hard copies of the Guidebooks.
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The Project

The Process

Scan Guidebook or obtain PDF

Do Optical Character Recognition (OCR)

Plot route on GE

Put Placemarks on route with results from OCR

Adjust content, styles, etc., of kml file

Clean up in Filemaker or Google Refine

Upload kml file to Web and to Fusion Tables

The Product

The Process is labor intensive and time consuming, but not particularly
difficult.
Optical Character Recognition is usually faster than re-typing everything.
Sometimes, however, correcting all of the errors can take nearly as long.
Plotting the route is considerably more interesting.  As someone who has
lived in the state for a long time, I quite enjoy wandering through old
haunts.
Putting in the Placemarks can be easy, if Road Log directions are good,
or frustrating, if they are not.  (Leaders expected to be on the trip, and
did not necessarily envision their directions being used forty years later!)
GE version 6 has extensive Street View coverage, often letting us check
to see where a roadcut is.
Placemark descriptions vary from a sentence or two to several pages,
complete with tables of data.  Often reformatting in html is necessary.  A
set of styles has been developed, and we've made an effort to keep out
output reasonably consistent.
The kml files produced by Google Earth usually need some cleaning up,
and we have used Filemaker for this, although Google Refine should
suffice, and it is free.
Finally, we upload our results to both our website and Fusion Tables.
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The Project

The Process

The Product

Simple Web Content

Fusion Table Interface

Kml files (from Web Page or Fusion Tables)
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The Project

The Process

The Product

Simple Web Content

By Guidebook (year)

Contains prefatory material

Two versions: Mobile and Stand Alone

Fusion Table Interface

Kml files (from Web Page or Fusion Tables)

You can download our results from our website as kmz files.
If you are interested in files for specific guidebooks, this is probably
what you will want to do.
Or, you can download the whole collection, which will have each year in
a different folder.
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As seen on Google Earth…

Here you see the complete file, with a hierarchical structure.
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The Project

The Process

The Product

Simple Web Content

By Guidebook (year)

Contains prefatory material

Two versions: Mobile and Stand Alone

Fusion Table Interface

Kml files (from Web Page or Fusion Tables)

Files on the website have prefatory material which is not available on
the Fusion Tables portal.
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An example of the prefacing comments.
Leaders and their affiliations are always there, and Introductions are
included if provided by the leaders.
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The Project

The Process

The Product

Simple Web Content

By Guidebook (year)

Contains prefatory material

Two versions: Mobile and Stand Alone

Fusion Table Interface

Kml files (from Web Page or Fusion Tables)

Styles are different for two sets of files, one for mobile devices (iPhone,
iPod, iPad, etc.) and the other for desktop and laptop computers.
Ironically, the mobile device requires web access, the other does not.
The web access is needed to provide Style information to the mobile
device, which at this point cannot take that data from the kmz file.
Because much of the area visited by these field trips does not have cell
phone coverage, someone trying to use the mobile version in the field
may have difficulties.  The Stand Alone version will work in the field,
however the user must load the Google Earth maps in advance, while
having web access, and then access the maps from cache.
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As seen
on

Google
Earth

Mobile…

Other than accessing Style information from the web, the mobile
version is identical to the Stand Alone version.
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The Project

The Process

The Product
Simple Web Content
Fusion Table Interface

Searchable
Shows results in table or map views
Embeddable link for GE or your own web page
Download kml file

Kml files (from Web Page or Fusion Tables)

A somewhat different portal exists at the Google Fusion Table Interface.
Each Placemark and Line is available as a separate record, and the
user can be search and display them in a variety of ways.  Collections
of records can be output as kmz files, and collections of search terms
can be exported as either a network link or an embeddable text snippet.
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The Project

The Process

The Product
Simple Web Content
Fusion Table Interface

Searchable
Shows results in table or map views
Embeddable link for GE or your own web page
Download kml file

Kml files (from Web Page or Fusion Tables)
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Searching uses conditions applied to specific fields within the record.
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As seen on
Google Fusion

Tables…

Search results can be displayed on any of several maps, and
Placemarks can be clicked on to reveal additional information, just as
on Google Earth.
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The Project

The Process

The Product
Simple Web Content
Fusion Table Interface

Searchable
Shows results in table or map views
Embeddable link for GE or your own web page
Download kml file

Kml files (from Web Page or Fusion Tables)
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Search results can also be displayed in a table, with fields which
expand when clicked.
Here you can see some of the html coding with which the description
field is constructed.
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The Project

The Process

The Product
Simple Web Content
Fusion Table Interface

Searchable
Shows results in table or map views
Embeddable link for GE or your own web page
Download kml file

Kml files (from Web Page or Fusion Tables)
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Here the five
available colors are
rotated through the
years.

Google
Maps

option for
"Terrain"

As seen on Google Fusion Tables…

Map icons can be adjusted, to a degree.
On this map, the Placemarks and Lines from a given year are all the
same color.  At this time, however, only five colors are available.
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As seen on Google Fusion Tables…

The "Terrain" map, available in Google Maps, but not in Google Earth,
is present in Google Fusion Tables.
Kml files do not, as a rule, import cleanly into Google Maps.
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The Project

The Process

The Product
Simple Web Content
Fusion Table Interface

Searchable
Shows results in table or map views
Embeddable link for GE or your own web page
Download kml file

Kml files (from Web Page or Fusion Tables)
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Fusion Table srcidSearch Term

The user can generate a bit of text to copy and paste into a network link
in Google Earth.
As this text contains the search terms and conditions, and a link to the
relevant Fusion Table, it is a dynamic link and will always return the
current version of the data which meet the search criteria.
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Here we see color coded icons for Placemarks which include any of a
variety of fossils.  As our database expands, the Placemarks returned
by these links will reflect those changes.
Because many sites which contain one type of fossil will also contain
others, icons obscure each other.  By deselecting some, more of the
others will become apparent.
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The Project

The Process

The Product
Simple Web Content
Fusion Table Interface

Searchable
Shows results in table or map views
Embeddable link for GE or your own web page
Download kml file

Kml files (from Web Page or Fusion Tables)
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As seen on Google Fusion Tables…

The user can also generate a different bit of text to copy and paste into
a web page.
As this text, too, contains the search terms and conditions, and a link to
the relevant Fusion Table, it is a dynamic link and will always return the
current version of the data which meet the search criteria.
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As seen on ottohmuller.com…

Here is an example on our website.
(The map options available on the Fusion Table site are also available
here.)
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As seen on ottohmuller.com…

Here you see it in context, on our web page.
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The Project

The Process

The Product
Simple Web Content
Fusion Table Interface

Searchable
Shows results in table or map views
Embeddable link for GE or your own web page
Download kml file

Kml files (from Web Page or Fusion Tables)
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The Project

The Process

The Product

Simple Web Content

Fusion Table Interface

Kml files (from Web Page or Fusion Tables)

The user can also download the kml (or kmz) files from either our
website or the Fusion Table.
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As seen on Google Earth…

When downloaded from Google Fusion Tables, generic icons are
displayed.
But, because it is a simple kml file, the user can change everything.
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As seen on Google Earth…

Here the icons have been replaced by trilobites, and the font size of the
display balloon has been increased.
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DEM, modified to remove post
glacial uplift, overlaid with
Surficial Geology map.

As seen in free Adobe Reader…

Jason Briner /
Dick Young
trip (2006)
which started
all this

Kml files can be used in other software applications.
In this case MaPublisher® imported kml files for the field trips from
Western NY into a layer, and added this to a DEM layer and the NY
Surficial Geology layer, and output the results as a layered pdf.
This, in turn, was opened in the free Adobe Reader to display the image
shown.
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As seen in free Adobe Reader…

Use Edit / Analysis / Object Data Tool

The geo-pdf which was produced allows the user to view attribute data
by using the Object Data Tool of Adobe Reader to click on a
Placemark.
The data are displayed in the Model Tree, as shown.
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Relevant URLs:

Guidebooks (including free PDF’s):

http://www.nysga.net/Guidebooks.html

NYSGA2GE Fusion Tables:

http://www.google.com/fusiontables/DataSource?dsrcid=564523

This talk, kmz files, additional information:

http://ottohmuller.com/nysga2ge/Files.html




